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Organisers

This edition of the CLARIN Café is organized by 

Anas Fahad Khan
Penny Labropoulou
Marco Passarotti

CLARIN host is 
Dieter Van Uytvanck,  Technical Director CLARIN ERIC
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Plan

The event is recorded for further dissemination purposes.
Questions and comments? Put them in the chat box. 
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CLARIN 101
https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-in-a-nutshell 

https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-in-a-nutshell


CLARIN ...

● is the Common Language Resources and Technology 
Infrastructure

● has the ESFRI ERIC status since 2012, Landmark since 2016 
● provides easy and sustainable access for scholars in the 

humanities and social sciences and beyond
– to digital language data (in written, spoken, video or 

multimodal form)
– and advanced tools to discover, explore, exploit, annotate, 

analyse or combine them, wherever they are located
– through a single sign-on environment

● serves as an ecosystem for knowledge sharing
● is an integral part of the European Open Science Cloud 

– See clarin.eu/eosc 
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http://www.clarin.eu/eosc
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CLARIN today

● 68 centres
● 21 members: (AT, BG, 

CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, FI, GR, 
HR, HU,IS, IT, LT, LV, NL, 
NO, PL, PT, SE, SI)

● 3 observers: FR, UK, ZA 



The Technical Infrastructure 
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vlo.clarin.eu switchboard.clarin.eu clarin.eu/fair 

https://vlo.clarin.eu/
https://switchboard.clarin.eu
http://www.clarin.eu/fair


The Knowledge Infrastructure
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https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-for-researchers 
https://www.clarin.eu/content/knowledge-sharing 

https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-for-researchers
https://www.clarin.eu/content/knowledge-sharing


● So far, mostly a bottom-up approach
● Some example use cases of LOD in the context of CLARIN:

– ACDH-CH repository: ARCHE
– ASV: Using Linked Data Techniques for Creating an IsiXhosa 

Lexical Resource-a Collaborative Approach. Thomas Eckart, 
Bettina Klimek, Sonja Bosch and Dirk Goldhahn. [abstract, 
paper,  video]

– ILC: Linked Open Data and the Enrichment of Digital Editions: the 
Contribution of CLARIN to the Digital Classics. Monica Monachini, 
Francesca Frontini, Anika Nicolosi and Fahad Khan. [abstract, 
poster]

– CLARIAH-NL: 
• CMD2RDF project
• Timbuctoo & Anansi
• Workshops series

– Talk of Europe
● There is definitely a lot more to be told...

CLARIN  and (L)LOD
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https://arche.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/browser/technical-setup
https://www.clarin.eu/clarin-annual-conference-2018-abstracts#H
https://www.clarin.eu/sites/default/files/CLARIN2018_Session-1-1_Paper-20_Eckart-Klimek-Bosch-Goldhahn.pdf
http://videolectures.net/clarinannualconference2018_eckart_linked_data/
https://www.clarin.eu/clarin-annual-conference-2018-abstracts#L1
http://www.clarin.eu/sites/default/files/CLARIN2018_Poster-15_Paper-38_Monachini-Khan-Frontini-Nicolosi.pdf
http://cmdi2rdf.meertens.knaw.nl/cmd2rdf/
https://timbuctoo.huygens.knaw.nl/
https://www.clarin.eu/blog/tour-de-clarin-clariah-nl-workshops-linked-data
http://www.talkofeurope.eu/


The café
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Introduction to the Café Presentations

➢ Each speaker will speak for approx. 10-12 minutes 
○ We want to leave plenty of time for discussion later

➢ There will be a short pause for questions after each talk
○ More general questions should be left for the discussion after all the 

presentations however
➢ We have a five minute break for coffee scheduled at 15:10 - 

15:15
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Introduction to the Café Presentations

➢ Schedule:
○ 14:10 - 14:25 LLD: An Introduction - Christian Chiarcos
○ 14:25 - 14:40 LLD: Benefits and some ongoing initiatives - 

Jorge Gracia
○ 14:40 - 14:55 A view into metadata for LLD - Penny 

Labropoulou
○ 14:55 - 15:10 Prefixes Matter. CLARIN and LLD in the light of 

the LiLa Knowledge Base - Marco Passarotti
○ 15:10 - 15:15 Break  
○ 15:15 - 15:25 LLD: Issues and open challenges - Christian 

Chiarcos, Jorge Gracia
○ 15:25 - 15:30 Response - Dieter van Uytvanck
○ 15:30 - 16:00 Discussion
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Coffee Break
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Discussion
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Some points for Discussion

- European Language Grid
- Challenge: How to find a sustainable hosting solution
- Balance of burden between data provider, consumer and 

host
- Challenge: Need for bridge technologies (Linked Data is a 

backend technology), what role can infras play?
- Support for small linked data providers, e.g., semantic 

wiki and dataverse. What role can infras play?
- The Clarin Concept Registry (CCR) and Linguistic Linked 

Data resources
- Common vocabularies for resources created according to 

differing linguistic theories
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Getting involved in CLARIN 

• Join our NewsFlash
– https://www.clarin.eu/content/newsflash

• Check out our events
– https://www.clarin.eu/events

• Open calls
– https://www.clarin.eu/content/funding-opportunities

• Follow us on Twitter @CLARINERIC
• And stay tuned for the next cafés

– https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-cafe
– #clarincafe
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See you at the next café
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CLARIN and Multilinguality Café, 

31st of May 2021, 14:00-16:00 CEST



Linguistic Linked Data (LLD): 
An Introduction 

Christian Chiarcos 

Applied Computational Linguistics 

chiarcos@informatik.uni-frankfurt.de 



 Roots and Foundations 

 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Open Data 

Introduction 
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Roots and Foundations 

 Interoperability has long been recognized as a 
major issue in the language resource community 

• and has been addressed accordingly 

 ... but this did not lead to a unified language 
 resource infrastructure (yet) 

(instead: different infrastructures with regional or thematic scopes) 
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Roots and Foundations 

 Interoperability has long been recognized as a 
major issue in the language resource community 

• and has been addressed accordingly 

 ... but this did not lead to a unified language 
 resource infrastructure (yet) 

 ... nor to a unified format for encode language 
 resources or protocols for accessing them 

(There is work on that, of course ... by different initiatives) 
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Roots and Foundations 

 Interoperability has long been recognized as a 
major issue in the language resource community 

• and has been addressed accordingly 

 ... but this did not lead to a unified language 
 resource infrastructure (yet) 

 ... nor to a unified format for encode language 
 resources or protocols for accessing them 

 ... and this is unlikely to happen any time soon 
 because it just involves very different communities 

(Of couse, CLARIN provides big steps in this direction ...) 
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Roots and Foundations 

 Interoperability has long been recognized as a 
major issue in the language resource community 

• and has been addressed accordingly 

 Linked Data is a possible strategy to address 
interoperability issues 

• Can be seen as adding an interoperability layer over 
heterogeneous backend technologies 

• In line with the FAIR principles 

 Often combined with an Open Source / Open Access vision 
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Roots and Foundations 

 Interoperability has long been recognized as a 
major issue in the language resource community 

• and has been addressed accordingly 

 Linked Data is a possible strategy to address 
interoperability issues 

 2010+: Linguistic Linked Open Data 

• linguistic-lod.org 

 lexical resources 

 corpora 

 data bases & terminology 
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Introduction 
 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Open Data 
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Introduction 
 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Open Data 

Linguistically 
relevant data 

Data that has been 
created or used for 
linguistic research 

and/or lexicography 
and/or NLP 
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Introduction 
 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Open Data 
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Introduction 
 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Data 

 rules of best practice 
for publishing data on 
the web 

• protocols and 
standards 

• links between data 
sets 
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Introduction 
 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Data 

 rules of best practice 
for publishing data on 
the web 

• protocols and 
standards 

• links between data 
sets 

brief digression: RDF 
12 



Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

 W3C standard (1999) 

• generic data model: directed labeled graph 

 nodes, edges, labels 

• originally developed to provide metadata about 
resources 

 e.g., journals in a bookstore and eBooks in an online 
shop 

• resources are unambiguously identified in the web 
of data by Uniform Resource Identifiers URIs) 

13 



Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

 a (labeled directed multi-) graph 

• nodes („RDF resources“) 

 anything we want to provide information about 

• edges („RDF properties“) 

 assigns a source node („subject“) a target node („object“) 
or a value („literal“) 

• nodes and edges are unambiguously identified 

 Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), e.g., URLs 

14 



RDF 

thesaurus:bronstijd rdf:type thesaurus:period. 

thesaurus: 
bronstijd 

thesaurus: 
period 

rdf:type 

(the concept) „bronstijd“ is an (instance of concept) „period“ 15 



RDF 

thesaurus:bronstijd rdf:type thesaurus:period. 

thesaurus: 
bronstijd 

thesaurus: 
period 

rdf:type 

abbreviated for URI  
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> 

could be opened in a browser 
resolvable URIs may provide further information 

16 



RDF 

thesaurus:bronstijd rdf:type thesaurus:period. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "Bronzezeit"@de. 

thesaurus: 
bronstijd 

thesaurus: 
period 

rdf:type 

in German (de), the preferred label for (the concept) „bronstijd“ is „Bronzezeit“ 

„Bronzezeit“@de 

skos:prefLabel 

17 



RDF 

thesaurus:bronstijd rdf:type thesaurus:period. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "Bronzezeit"@de. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "bronze age"@en. 

thesaurus: 
bronstijd 

thesaurus: 
period 

rdf:type 

„Bronzezeit“@de 

skos:prefLabel 

„bronze age“@en 

skos:prefLabel 

in English (en), the preferred label for (the concept) „bronstijd“ is „bronze age“ 18 



RDF 

thesaurus:bronstijd rdf:type thesaurus:period. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "Bronzezeit"@de. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "bronze age"@en. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "bronstijd"@nl . 

thesaurus: 
bronstijd 

thesaurus: 
period 

rdf:type 

„Bronzezeit“@de 

skos:prefLabel 

„bronze age“@en 

skos:prefLabel 

„bronstijd“@nl 

skos:prefLabel 

in English (en), the preferred label for (the concept) „bronstijd“ is „bronstijd“ 19 



RDF 

thesaurus:bronstijd rdf:type thesaurus:period. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "Bronzezeit"@de. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "bronze age"@en. 

thesaurus:bronstijd skos:prefLabel "bronstijd"@nl . 

thesaurus: 
bronstijd 

thesaurus: 
period 

rdf:type 

„Bronzezeit“@de 

skos:prefLabel 

„bronze age“@en 

skos:prefLabel 

„bronstijd“@nl 

skos:prefLabel 

in English (en), the preferred label for (the concept) „bronstijd“ is „bronstijd“ 20 

Turtle 
format 

Graph 
view 



RDF: Common Misunderstandings 

 RDF is not RDF/XML 

• there are many RDF serializations with different 
characteristics (Turtle, JSON-LD, RDF-HDT, etc.) 
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RDF: Common Misunderstandings 

 RDF is not RDF/XML 

• there are many RDF serializations with different 
characteristics (Turtle, JSON-LD, RDF-HDT, etc.) 

 RDF is not a format 

• but an abstract data model 

22 



RDF: Common Misunderstandings 

 RDF is not RDF/XML 

• there are many RDF serializations with different 
characteristics (Turtle, JSON-LD, RDF-HDT, etc.) 

 RDF is not a format 

• but an abstract data model 

 No need to abandon pre-RDF technology 

• standards to integrate with existing formats 

 JSON-LD, RDFa, RDF/XML 

23 



RDF: Common Misunderstandings 

 RDF is not RDF/XML 

• there are many RDF serializations with different 
characteristics (Turtle, JSON-LD, RDF-HDT, etc.) 

 RDF is not a format 

• but an abstract data model 

 No need to abandon pre-RDF technology 

• standards to integrate with existing formats 

• standards for wrapping non-RDF content 

 e.g., RDF Mapping Language (RML) for RDBMS 

24 



Reusability and Linking 

 RDF resources and edges are defined by URIs/IRIs 

• as a URL, they may be accessed remotely 

 re-usable vocabularies 

• link to community-maintained data types/terms instead of 
defining your own 

25 



Reusability and Linking 

 RDF resources and edges are defined by URIs/IRIs 

• as a URL, they may be accessed remotely 

 re-usable vocabularies 

• link to community-maintained data types/terms instead of 
defining your own 

 linking resources with each other 

Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud 

• a great variety of resources that are linked with each other 
and released under an open license 

26 



Linked Data 

 Linked Data 

• rules of best practice 

• use URIs as names for things   (1) 
– links to external URIs (IRIs/links) allow us to retrieve    

  more information from these sites 

• if they can be resolved via HTTP   (2) 

• and provide information as RDF*   (3) 

• and they include links to other URIs  (4) 

 then, this is Linked Data    (informal) 

http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html 
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http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html


Linked Open Data (LOD) 

28 



Linked Open Data (LOD) & FAIRness 
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LOD cloud today 
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Introduction 
 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Open Data 

31 



 Digital Language Resources 

• Dictionaries 

• Terminologies 

• Lexica 

• Corpora 

• Linguistic data bases 

32 

LLOD Motivations (~ 2010 CE) 



 Digital Language Resources 

• accessible over the web 

• distributed data silos 

• incompatible standards, protocols, tools 

 sometimes vividly defended by different communities 
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LLOD Motivations (~ 2010 CE) 



 Digital Language Resources 

• accessible over the web 

• distributed data silos 

• incompatible standards, protocols, tools 

• general interest in consolidation 

 GOLD ontology, ISOcat, ISO TC37, … 
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LLOD Motivations (~ 2010 CE) 



 Digital Language Resources 

• accessible over the web 

• distributed data silos 

• incompatible standards, protocols, tools 

• general interest in consolidation 

• consensus that graphs represent the universal 
data model for language resources 

 annotation graphs / DAGs 

 feature structures 
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LLOD Motivations (~ 2010 CE) 



 Digital Language Resources 

• accessible over the web 

• distributed data silos 

• incompatible standards, protocols, tools 

• general interest in consolidation 

• consensus that graphs represent the universal 
data model for language resources 

• growing enthusiasm in open data, open 
knowledge, open access 
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LLOD Development 

 2010 proposed 

 2012 Linked Data in Linguistics  

 2014 top-level category in 
  LOD cloud 

 2016 OntoLex 
vocabulary 

 today: 
numerous 
projects & 
W3C CGs 37 



Introduction 
 Linguistic Data 

 Linked Data 

 Open Data 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data 

 Beyond Open Data 
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Beyond Linked Open Data 

39 

 Linguistic Linked Open Data is only the tip of 
an iceberg 

• Technology is much more broadly applied  

 common vocabularies drive new technologies 



Beyond Linked Open Data 
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 Linguistic Linked Open Data is only the tip of 
an iceberg 

• Technology is much more broadly applied  

 common vocabularies drive new technologies 

• Proprietary applications have been developed 

 non-open Linguistic Linked Data 



Beyond Linked Open Data 
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 Linguistic Linked Open Data is only the tip of 
an iceberg 

• Technology is much more broadly applied  

 common vocabularies drive new technologies 

• Proprietary applications have been developed 

 non-open Linguistic Linked Data 

• Vast amounts of open RDF data are currently 
unlinked 

 lack of hosting services that provide resolvable URIs for 
RDF media types 



Beyond Linked Open Data 
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 Linguistic Linked Open Data is only the tip of 
an iceberg 

• Technology is much more broadly applied  

 common vocabularies drive new technologies 

• Proprietary applications have been developed 

 non-open Linguistic Linked Data 

• Vast amounts of open RDF data are currently 
unlinked 

 and more could be readily produced if sustainable 
hosting could be secured 



Acknowledgements   
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Linguistic Linked Data:
Benefits and some ongoing

initiatives

Jorge Gracia (University of Zaragoza, Spain)

Linguistic Linked Data CLARIN Café
29/04/2021 CA18209 -European network for 

Web-centred linguistic data science

Aknowledgements:



First of all… some coffee and sweets!

2

“Aragonese fruits”“Cortado” coffee



Outline
1. LLD Motivation and benefits
2. Ongoing initiatives: NexusLinguarum
3. Ongoing Initiatives: Prêt-à-LLOD
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Outline
1. LLD Motivation and benefits
2. Ongoing initiatives: NexusLinguarum
3. Ongoing Initiatives: Prêt-à-LLOD
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LLD - Motivation
(Electronic) Language Resources on the Web
• Dictionaries
• Terminologies
• Lexica
• Corpora
• Encyclopedic resources
• Wordnets
• etc.
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LLD - Motivation
Oftenly…

• Disconnected from other resources (silos of LRs)

• Proprietary and heterogeneous formats

• Different representation schemes

• Non-standard access means (APIs)

• Different access levels (from “write me an email” to web services)
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LLD - Benefits
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Red

Phonetic form
Form

number
singular

[RED]

Form

plural
[REDES]

Phonetic form
number

Red
Sense

written form
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translation

Red
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Sense Sense

translation written
form

“red” “network”

written
form

Red

written form

Form

gender

femenine

“red”

[Acknowledgements: OEG group (UPM) ]

https://www.oeg-upm.net/


LLD - benefits
Some BENEFITS of LRs as Linked Data

• Aggregation and integration of linguistic resources
• Resources are explicitly linked
• Data exposed in a standardized way (SPARQL)
• Improved discovery of dataset and services
• Agreed vocabularies for representing language content

Linked data has been recognised as a core technology in the roadmap for the 
Multilingual Digital Single Market1

[1] “Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda for the Multilingual Digital Single Market”; Cracking the Language 
Barrier initiative; 2016.
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NIF
NLP Interchange Format
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Outline
1. LLD Motivation and benefits
2. Ongoing initiatives: NexusLinguarum
3. Ongoing Initiatives: Prêt-à-LLOD
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Ongoing initiatives: NexusLinguarum

“European network for Web-centred linguistic data science”
Chair: Jorge Gracia (University of Zaragoza)
Project type: COST Action
Duration: 2019 – 2023
https://nexuslinguarum.eu/

10

Main challenge: Promote synergies across Europe between linguists, computer 
scientists, terminologists, language professionals, and other stakeholders in 
industry and society, in order to investigate and extend the area of linguistic 
data science, through the construction of an ecosystem of multilingual and
semantically interoperable linguistic data at Web scale.

10
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Ongoing initiatives: NexusLinguarum

>200 researchers from 42 countries

36/38 COST Members
Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 
Malta, the Republic of Moldova, Montenegro, The Netherlands, North 
Macedonia, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, 
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom.

1 Cooperating Member 
Israel

1 Specific organisation 
Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union (Luxembourg)

3 NNC and 2 IPC
Georgia, Belarus, Kosovo (UNSCR 1244/1999), USA, Singapore
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Ongoing initiatives: NexusLinguarum

Language resources

Linked data

Natural Language ProcessingData analysis
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Outline
1. LLD Motivation and benefits
2. Ongoing initiatives: NexusLinguarum
3. Ongoing Initiatives: Prêt-à-LLOD
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Ongoing initiatives: Prêt-à-LLOD

14

“Ready-to-use Multilingual Linked Language Data for Knowledge 
Services across Sectors”
Coordinator: John McCrae (NUIG, Galway, Ireland)
Project type: Research and Innovation Action
Duration: 2019 – 2022
https://pret-a-llod.eu/
10 partner institutions from 5 countries

https://pret-a-llod.eu/


Ongoing initiatives: Prêt-à-LLOD
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Breaking language barriers in Europe

Main challenge: new methodology for building data value chains applicable 
to a wide-range of sectors and applications and based around language 
resources and language technologies that can be integrated by means of 
semantic technologies



Ongoing initiatives: Prêt-à-LLOD
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Jorge Gracia del Río

Aragon Institute of Engineering Research
University of Zaragoza
jogracia@unizar.es
http://jogracia.url.ph/web/ [ Last picture by Ashashyou from Wikimedia commons ]

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Ashashyou
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thank-you-word-cloud.jpg


A view into metadata for LLD

Penny Labropoulou (ILSP/ARC)

Greek frappé
Photo by Kritzolina under CC BY-SA 4.0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frapp%C3%A9_coffee
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Frapp%C3%A9.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Kritzolina
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


Metadata of Linguistic Data & 
Linked Data principles

• Why metadata? Increasing volumes of data shared through central 
catalogues for different user communities ➔ Crucial for FAIRness of data

• Metadata record = Formal description of the properties of a resource 
(data)*

*Language Resource: […] composed of linguistic material used in […] language 

processing applications, […] language and language-mediated research studies and 

applications; encompassing data and language processing tools/services

• Some LD principles focusing on metadata vocabularies/models
• Formal representation using Semantic Web technologies (RDF, RDFS, OWL, SKOS 

for representation, SPARQL for querying) → machine consumption
• Use of (multilingual) human-readable label(s), definitions → human consumption
• Use URIs/IRIs for unique identifiers of metadata concepts
• Relations between metadata concepts enable semantic inference

• ‘Frappé’ subclass of ‘Coffee’ ➔ If X is a ‘Frappé’ it is also a ‘Coffee’

• Combine use of RDF/OWL (ontologies) and SKOS vocabularies (thesauri, 
taxonomies, authority lists, etc.)

CLARIN café on LLD 2



Some metadata vocabularies for LLD

Schema.org
/dataset

CLARIN café on LLD 3

DCAT & 
DCAT-AP

CodeMeta

VoID

ODRLCC-REL

MS-OWL

CCR

LIME

OMTD-
SHARE

Data(sets) & s/w

Linked Datasets

Data Rights

Linguistic metadata

DC

And many more…

OLiA

https://schema.org/Dataset
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat-2/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/semantic-interoperability-community-semic/solution/dcat-application-profile-data-portals-europe
https://codemeta.github.io/
https://www.w3.org/TR/void/
https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-model/
https://creativecommons.org/ns
http://w3id.org/meta-share/meta-share
https://concepts.clarin.eu/ccr/browser/
http://art.uniroma2.it/lime/
http://w3id.org/meta-share/omtd-share/
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/
http://acoli.cs.uni-frankfurt.de/resources/olia/


Controlled vocabularies/Authority lists 
for LLD

glottolog

CLARIN café on LLD 4

ISO 639

Lexvo.org

COAR access 
rights

RightsStatments.
org

UNESCO

EUROVOC

LCSH

Language
Domain / 
Subject

Access rights

And many more…

https://glottolog.org/glottolog/language
http://www.iana.org/assignments/language-subtag-registry/language-subtag-registry
http://www.lexvo.org/linkeddata/resources.html
http://vocabularies.coar-repositories.org/documentation/access_rights/
https://rightsstatements.org/en/
https://skos.um.es/unescothes/downloads.php
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/eu-semantic-interoperability-catalogue/solution/eurovoc/releases
https://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html


LingHub
• http://linghub.org/
• A comprehensive 

location for finding 
information about 
language resources 
drawn from multiple 
sources

• Sources: CLARIN 
VLO, lre-map, 
META-SHARE, 
Datahub

• Use of metadata 
elements & values 
from DC, DCAT, 
MS-OWL, clarin

CLARIN café on LLD 5

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/description

http://linghub.org/


CLARIN: Semantic interoperability 
across resources
• Virtual Language Observatory: Aggregating metadata records from 

various sources of Digital Humanities and Social sciences 
communities compliant with different models

• CMDI (Component MetaData Infrastructure)
• Components: Groups of semantically coherent metadata elements
• Profiles: Sets of components and elements describing specific resource types (e.g. 

corpora, lexica, or more specific, corpora for social science studies, sign language 
corpora, etc.)

• Stored and shared with other users in the Component Registry to promote reuse
• Profiles and metadata records as XML files

• Semantic interoperability
• Link of metadata element/component to 

• a concept stored in the CLARIN Concept Registry (CCR) or 
• an external concept

• Potential to use SKOS vocabularies for the value space of metadata concepts (“open 

controlled vocabularies”)

CLARIN café on LLD 6

https://vlo.clarin.eu/?3
http://catalog.clarin.eu/ds/ComponentRegistry/
https://concepts.clarin.eu/ccr/browser/


CLARIN: Semantic interoperability 
across resources
• CCR: A collection of concepts, identifiable by their persistent 

identifiers, relevant for the domain of language resources
• Implemented in SKOS
• no relations between internal concepts (hence, no semantic inference)
• no relations to external concepts (no crosswalks to popular schemas)
• lack of curation (too many similar concepts)

• Use of SKOS vocabularies
• For now, limited to those managed by CLARIN (SKOSMOS platform)
• Discussions on the deployment of external SKOS vocabularies

• CLARIAH CMD2RDF project: RDF representation of CMD 
records and collections

CLARIN café on LLD 7

http://cmdi2rdf.meertens.knaw.nl/cmd2rdf/


Semantic interoperability across resource types: 
from metadata to data and tools

Catalogue of data 
(VLO)
• Language: eng
• Format: 

text/plain

CLARIN café on LLD 8

Catalogue of services
• Function/Task: 

lemmatization, PoS
tagging

• Input
• Language: eng
• Format: text/plain

• Output
• Language: eng
• Format: text/xml
• Annotation types: 

lemma, PoS tag
• Annotation 

vocabulary: ILSP 
typesystem

Language 
Resource 
Switchboard



Semantic interoperability across resource types: 
from metadata to data and tools

Catalogue of data 
(VLO)
• Language: eng
• Format: 

omtd:xml
• Annotation 

types: 
omtd:lemma, 
omtd:PoS_tag

• Annotation 
vocabulary: 
ILSP 
typesystem

CLARIN café on LLD 9

Nexus/LD4LT 
on a 
consolidated 
LOD 
vocabulary for 
linguistic 
annotations

CLARIN:EL 
workflow 
registry• Function/Task: 

omtd:parsing
• Input

• Language: eng
• Format: omtd:xml
• Annotation types: 

omtd:lemma, 
omtd:PoS_tag

• Annotation 
vocabulary: ILSP 
typesystem

• Output
• Language: eng
• Format: omtd:xml
• Annotation types: 

omtd:dep_tree
• Annotation 

vocabulary: ILSP 
typesystem

Catalogue of services
• Function/Task: 

omtd:lemmatization, 
omtd:PoS tagging

• Input
• Language: eng
• Format: omtd:text

• Output
• Language: eng
• Format: omtd:xml
• Annotation types: 

omtd:lemma, 
omtd:Pos_tag

• Annotation 
vocabulary: ILSP 
typesystem

https://github.com/ld4lt/linguistic-annotation


Time for cookies & questions!
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Greek Easter cookies (koulourakia)

https://funkycook.gr/pasxalina-koulourakia-me-giaourti/
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Marco Passarotti

Linguistic Linked Data CLARIN Café
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...starting from the end
Challenges and Perspectives. CLARIN for LLD & LLD for CLARIN

I CLARIN collects LD (Linguistic Data) in a centralized repository, but
needs a way to efficiently L (link) them.
A real semantic interoperability between resources is still to come.
Ongoing work/initiatives on integration/interoperability in CLARIN:

I Metadata: integrating, mapping and converting metadata from
heterogeneous sources, by linking to external controlled vocabularies
and shared concept registries

I Formats: when launched from a resource in the VLO, the CLARIN
Switchboard reads the required format(s) from the CMDI metadata (in a
ready-made description format: profile) and finds compatible tools

I Type-based Interoperability: the Resource Families initiative provides an
overview per data type of the CLARIN linguistic resources "to facilitate
comparative research"

I LLD needs LD, but provides ways to semantically L them: common
vocabularies, ontologies, data categories, etc. to represent and
interlink different kinds of linguistic resources
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LiLa Knowledge Base
Approach: applying the LD principles to linguistic data

ERC Consolidator Grant
2018-2023

A collection of multifarious, interoperable linguistic resources
described with the same vocabulary for knowledge description

(by using common data categories and ontologies)

Infrastructure Interoperability

Marco Passarotti | Prefixes Matter
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LiLa Knowledge Base
Lexically-based architecture and (meta)data sources

Lemmas

Lexical Entries Tokens

Textual Resources
- Digital libraries 

- Treebanks

- Textual corpora...

NLP Output

NLP Tools
- Tokenizers 

- Taggers/parsers

- Lemmatizers...

Lexical Resources
- Latin Wordnet 

- Valency Lexicon

- Dictionaries...

Marco Passarotti | Prefixes Matter
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LiLa and Ontolex Lemon
A de factoW3C standard for publishing lexical data as LLD

Marco Passarotti | Prefixes Matter
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The Lemma Bank
The core of LiLa. Source: LEMLAT (extended)

Lemma admiror ‘to admire, to respect’
https://lila-erc.eu/data/id/lemma/87541

Marco Passarotti | Prefixes Matter

https://lila-erc.eu/data/id/lemma/87541
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Thanks!
Get in touch

LiLa: Linking Latin
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
CIRCSE Research Centre

info@lila-erc.eu

https://github.com/CIRCSE

https://lila-erc.eu

@ERC_LiLa

Largo Gemelli 1, 20123 Milan, Italy

This project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme - Grant Agreement No. 769994.

Marco Passarotti | Prefixes Matter
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https://github.com/CIRCSE
https://lila-erc.eu
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Linguistic Linked Data:
Issues and Challenges

Jorge Gracia (University of Zaragoza, Spain)
Christian Chiarcos (Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany) 

Linguistic Linked Data CLARIN Café
29/04/2021



How can Linked Data work for Language Resources?

● There is potential
○ there is a vibrant community producing and working with such data
○ there are tools and potential consumers for such data
○ it can solve issues of interoperability and re-usability
○ Linked Open Data is FAIR

2



How can Linked Data work for Language Resources?

● And these are the minimal requirements
○ accessibility of (RDF views on) language resources via HTTP(S)
○ long-term availability under persistent URIs
○ resolvable URIs 

■ not just for each resource  as a whole, but for every element within a 
resource

○ expose data as uncompressed RDF (e.g., not text/plain or 
application/octet-stream, but text/turtle)

● But in reality, these requirements are met partially only
=> issues and challenges

3



A (non exhaustive) list of issues and challenges
 Issue: Some broken links in current LLOD cloud (frustrating)

Challenge: How to find a sustainable hosting solution? Many data sets haven’t found one.
4



A (non exhaustive) list of issues and challenges
Issue: Consumers may want content negotiation mechanisms and server side 

infrastructure (triple store + SPARQL endpoints). This can be a burden on the 
host/provider.

5



A (non exhaustive) list of issues and challenges
Issue: Alternatively, the burden can be put on data consumers: Then, they need to 

download and locally process RDF data dumps. 

6
[Source of the image: http://smartcalling.com/ /]

http://smartcalling.com/


A (non exhaustive) list of issues and challenges

 Intermediate solutions have been also proposed, like:
• Linked Data Fragments (https://linkeddatafragments.org/)
• SPARQLer (http://www.sparql.org/)
• Hosting of uncompressed RDF dumps with RDF mediatypes

7[Source of the image: https://linkeddatafragments.org/]

Challenge:How to balance efforts between data provider, data consumer and data host?

https://linkeddatafragments.org/
http://www.sparql.org/


A (non exhaustive) list of issues and challenges

8

Issue:      Need to Integrate LLOD technology into existing research and processing workflows

Challenge:Linked Data is great for sustainability and interoperability. But how can it (be 
made to) work for researchers and applications?

• Engineers and researchers prefer to extend solutions they have at hand rather 
than to find their way into a new technology.
◦ Note: This is the typical approach, but it doesn’t scale in the long term.

• RDF is a backend technology, nothing a researcher should be confronted with.
• Emerging bridge technologies: LAPPS Grid; Lex0 editor; CoNLL-RDF

Is there an active role that larger infrastructures can play here? ELG? CLARIN? 



A (non exhaustive) list of issues and challenges

Need of more powerful support and infrastructures. Something analogous to  
www.wordpres.org for web sites, but for small linked data providers
Some steps in this direction:
• Databus (https://databus.dbpedia.org/)
• Semantic media wiki (https://www.semantic-mediawiki.org/)

9

Issue: Need to lower the entry barrier for language resource providers (and consumers).

Challenge:Linked Data is great for sustainability and interoperability. But how can it (be 
made to) work for researchers and applications?

Is there an active role that larger infrastructures can play here? ELG? CLARIN? 

http://www.wordpres.org/
https://databus.dbpedia.org/
https://www.semantic-mediawiki.org/
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